
Summary
Hylé and noesis.  

%ree interwar conceptions of applied literature 

 e focus of my study are three interwar conceptions of applied literature 
and the issue of a referential gradient in particular genres, as outlined and 
described in the writings of Roman Ingarden, Stefania Skwarczyńska and 
Konstanty Troczyński. My task is to reconstruct their basic aesthetical 
and philosophical assumptions in order to explore and extract the implied 
modes of referentiality (along with susceptibility to extradiscursive 
dimenions of being) adopted in the genres of scienti0c treatise, monograph, 
review, reportage or even conversation.

 e notion of “applied literature” refers to the division between “pure 
literature” and the “applied” one.  e purpose of the former is strictly 
aesthetic and does not impose any extralinguistic, nondiscursive issues. 
“Pure literature”, as it was pointed out by Ingarden and Skwarczyńska, 
constitutes the possibility of an aesthetical experience and does not involve 
the materiality of being that surrounds the reader, nor his carnality, his 
corporeity.

 e notion of “applied literature” implies a referential gradient of 
particular genres or even their referential openness onto the domain of 
the sheer, non-rationalized materiality. Due to the main task of applied 
literature, which is the task of knowledge (and hence the task of cognition), 
and in order to reconstruct the basic metaphysical and ontological 
assumptions of these conceptions (one has to take into account the matter 
of reference if one wants to conduct research on the genres of applied 
literature), my dissertation had to span the issues of the ontological dualism 
or the substance dualism that implies the distinction between formal, purely 
rational, a priori cognition (which I refer to with the use of the Aristotelian 
notion: noesis) and the domain of bare materiality taken in its very own 
ontological characterization, without any formal, intellectual or rational 
matrixes (I refer to it as hylé).

 e issue of reference within the genres of applied literature implies 
the necessity of exploring the relations between purely rational, so to speak: 
a priori cognition, and the sphere of sheer material being. A priori is the 
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kind of reasoning which deduces consequences from de-nitions formed, 
or principles assumed, or which infers e0ects from causes previously 
known. Hylé is for me an emblem for the sheer materiality of being that 
constitutes all the individual things in physical world. It is the asemantic 
domain of uncertainty, a vital dynamis of biological existence, it is subject 
to permanent change, and it remains indi0erent to any static, rational and 
categorialized cognitive approaches.

6is refers us back to the fundamental distinction between res cogitans 
and res extensa done by Descartes, forces us to take into account the Kantian 
transcendental idealism with its apriori forms of intellect (such as time or 
space), and -nally leads us to the Husserlian transcendentalism. All three 
philosophers shared one fundamental presumption: it is the geometrical, 
logical, purely rational tools of “res cogitans”, apriori forms of intellect or the 
pure Self that structure and hold the truth of the world of experience. If one 
wants to attain the certainty of cognition, the certainty of knowledge, one 
has to explore the noetic domain of purely rational and logical categories; 
one has to withdraw its cognitive tools from the domain of factual, 
hyletic and uncertain sphere of the asemantic material things and turn to 
dematerialized objects of rational cognition. 6is traditional metaphysical 
dualism, along with a division between material things and dematerialized 
objects of cognition, constitutes the framework of my study.

6e problem stems from the peculiarity of Polish literary theory 
in the interwar period. Traditional Descartian dualism resulted in two 
methodological perspectives within the -eld of modern European literary 
studies:

1) nomothetical, connected with the positivist approach to literature 
that attains the certainty of cognitive results, but loses the certainty of the 
idiosyncrasy, of the individual, ultimately – of the materiality of being; 

2) idiographical, which concentrates, as the Diltheyan Geisteswissen-
scha'en for instance, on the individuality, on what is factual, losing at the 
same time the values of scienti-c objectivity.

6ose three aforementioned Polish theorists sought to avoid the 
necessity of choice, they did not want to come to terms with only one of 
these options, they wanted to evade the ”either – or” strategy. Instead, 
Ingarden, Skwarczyńska and Troczyński devised such philosophical and 
cognitive perspectives, theoretical methodologies and instruments, that 
enabled them to maintain a genetic connection with the domain of sheer 
materiality (hylé) and to achieve strictly scienti-c, objective knowledge that 
would not dematerialize hyletic things (transforming them into objects of 
cognition) but allow one to explore their sphere.
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My research indicated the necessity of taking into account four 
fundamental issues: the ontological status of the world that surrounds 
the individual, the materiality of the self, the structure and modes of 
referentiality adopted in particular genres and these genres’ susceptibility 
to the factors of mere, transcendent matter of being, as described by 
Ingarden, Skwarczyńska and Troczyński (respectively: a scienti2c treatise, 
a conversation, a letter, a monograph, a review, a reportage).

5e Polish phenomenologist, Roman Ingarden tended to oppose the 
Husserlian transcendentalism that focused exclusively on tangible matters 
and was based on the assumed prior status of “eidetic” notions in the order 
of cognition. Ingarden’s main goal was to preserve the transcendence and the 
autonomous status of the hyletic world. He also put stress on the inevitable 
carnality of the self, of the individual, it was for him a consequence of 
the substantial materiality of being. 5ese two presumptions were, in my 
opinion, numbered among the factors that could determine what he referred 
to as the process of concretizing a literary work, that is to say, the process of 
interpreting a text. Ingarden also subsisted that an aesthetical approach to 
a literary work (concentrated on achieving purely aesthetical, noncognitive 
pleasure) emerges from the practical one (focused on the issues of practical 
existence and the task of cognition). 5is claim implied the presence of the 
material world and the necessary immersion of both the reader (concretizing 
a literary work of art) and the researcher (reading a scienti2c treatise), along 
with his cognitive instruments, in a materiality of being.

It was in fact Stefania Skwarczyńska who conceived and de2ned 
the notion of “applied literature” (Ingarden wrote exclusively on the 
scienti2c language and scienti2c treatise, while Troczyński focused on the 
aforementioned genres of monograph and review (although the scope of 
his interest was wide and it encompassed also particular epic or poetic 
texts); still their conceptions ful2lled all the requirements of Skwarczyńska’s 
de2nition). 5e basic ideas of the theorist stemmed from the conceptions of 
Wilhelm Dilthey and his Geisteswissenscha"en. In her writings, she utilized 
the Diltheyan philosophical notion of “life” that spans the issues of the 
extrarational, extraintellectual domain of hylé. Skwarczyńska combined this 
notion with the fundamental aim of applied literature, which necessarily has 
to be a practical one – various practical aims characterise various genres. 
5erefore, a practical purpose of a particular genre implies taking into 
account also the practical dimension of the self ’s existence (its carnality, 
for instance).

5e view on the genres of a monograph and a review, as outlined in the 
writings of Konstanty Troczyński, di?ers from the two mentioned above. 5e 
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philosophical context which was the closest to his ideas were the culturalist 
conceptions of Florian Znaniecki. /erefore, the author of the Discourse on 
the Literary Critique opposed the possibility of reference to any extracultural 
sphere. Not only did Troczyński reject the openness of particular scienti3c 
genres onto the extradiscursive domains of being, but also the carnality of 
the self; what is more, he assumed that the only universe a human being 
can have is the universe of its culture, its notions, scienti3c paradigms. 
Hence the genres of a monograph and a review within his conception refer 
solely to the discursive level of human existence and nothing more. What is 
signi3cant, theorist avoided the all-embracing superposition of culturalism 
by acknowledging the susceptibility of particular genres (such as a reportage 
for instance) and literary works (epic and lyrical) to the extradiscursive 
sphere of sheer, material, chaotic being.

/e purpose of my dissertation was to draw on the research of Ingarden, 
Skwarczyńska and Troczyński, to reexamine in greater detail and a to  
a larger extent the conclusions that stem from their writings.


